
This study presents the results of a survey distributed to first-year undergraduate students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The survey examined instruction offered at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library to undergraduate students during the spring semester of 2015. Focusing on first-year undergraduates enrolled in the University’s required introductory English course, the survey collected information about the student experience in special collections instruction and the impact of instruction on the ability of undergraduates to conduct research at Wilson Library. The survey produced thirty-five responses and revealed that students, while largely unfamiliar with special collections research, found the instruction session useful and relevant to their immediate needs. Survey responses also revealed a number of challenges faced by both students and library instructional staff and suggest that future instruction may benefit from changes in practice.
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Introduction

In recent decades, academic libraries have increasingly started to view student instruction as an integral part of a larger institutional mission. Teaching members of the campus community to effectively locate and critically analyze relevant information is a goal that librarians, faculty, and students generally agree is worthwhile and necessary, particularly at a time when the information available online and elsewhere is growing. As recently as twenty years ago, instruction efforts focused on faculty and graduate students rather than a university’s much larger and much less experienced undergraduate population. Current trends have shifted the instruction spotlight toward undergraduate students and their particular information needs. Library instruction, especially that tailored to a younger audience, is generally associated with main campus libraries and general reference staff, but special collections libraries and archives are investing more time and resources in undergraduate instruction initiatives. In particular, librarians working in the special collections environment are making efforts to connect with undergraduates in the earliest stages of their college careers.

Librarians at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill have embraced these recent trends. Research and instructional services staff across the campus library system connect with undergraduate course instructors in a range of academic departments and conduct instruction sessions throughout the school year. In the past decade, special initiatives have steadily turned the instruction focus on first-year students at the school. A
particularly notable example of such an initiative is the libraries’ collaboration with the introductory English program at UNC. Beginning in the fall of 2012, all undergraduate students entering UNC were required to enroll in and pass a section of English 105 during their first year in order to graduate. Designed for first-year college students, the English 105 course is intended to give undergraduates a foundation on which to build the rest of their academic and professional careers. According to the program’s faculty coordinator, the course is “designed to give students practice in many of the skills and techniques that professional researchers use to collect, organize, analyze, and present their research findings.” Aimed primarily at students just out of high school, the goal of the English 105 course is to “usefully extend students’ prior preparation” in academic research and writing and prepare new undergraduates for high level college courses across disciplines (Carolina Undergraduate Admissions, 2012). The course is taught throughout the school year in sections of around twenty students each. In the fall of 2014, approximately 170 sections of the course were taught.

The focused nature of the English 105 course and its status as a requirement for all incoming students make it an ideal partner for the UNC library system. Conducting library instruction sessions for English 105 sections allows librarians to reach new students at UNC early in their college careers and make a connection that will ideally last beyond the single session. Since 2012, when the course was first introduced, English 105 classes have attended instruction sessions with librarians. While all of the course sections attend a basic instruction session with Undergraduate Library staff, a segment of the classes schedule an instruction session at UNC’s Louis Round Wilson Special Collection Library. Like the main campus library, Wilson Library, which is both UNC’s special
collections library and its primary archival repository, has formed a strong relationship with the English 105 program over the past three years. This relationship has allowed instructional staff at Wilson Library to reach a large number of undergraduates that have little or no experience with the special collections library.

Wilson Special Collections Library has much to offer to a course focused on building the skills necessary for college-level research and writing. Home to five major collections, the North Carolina Collection, the Southern Historical Collection, the Rare Book Collection, the Southern Folklife Collection, and University Archives, Wilson Library is a rich resource for researchers and for instructors hoping to integrate primary source research and analysis into their curriculum. Wilson Library’s Research and Instructional Services Department coordinates instruction and integrates material from all of the collections into the sessions held for students. Individual English 105 sections generally attend a single instruction session with a small group of instructors returning to allow students to conduct research during class time.

The Wilson Library instruction sessions, although they can vary in content depending on the topic of the class, largely follow a similar pattern. The librarian begins by welcoming the class to Wilson Library and describing the collections, the types of materials housed at the library, and policies related to using the rare and often fragile material. Students are then shown material related to their class topic and given time to interact with the material. If time allows, the librarian uses the final portion of the session to demonstrate how to search the library catalog for additional material at Wilson Library, how to locate and navigate archival finding aids, and how to place requests for material using the library’s online system. Librarians also make an effort to introduce
students to relevant online resources such as digitized newspaper databases. The elements of a particular instruction session and the amount of time devoted to each are subject to significant time constraints. English 105 classes are, on average, 60 minutes in length. Many of the English 105 sections studied here were only able to devote 50 minutes to instruction at Wilson Library.

Reaching undergraduates, particularly first-year students, is an important, but often difficult task and instruction sessions are a key means of making this connection for Wilson Library staff. Using Wilson Library is a vastly different experience from using main campus libraries. The building itself is rather imposing and, for undergraduates whose knowledge of special collections and archival research is rudimentary at best, actually using its materials can be a potentially intimidating and confusing task. Materials often require special handling procedures, must be read in library reading rooms, and cannot be checked out. In addition, the nature of the materials and the task of locating relevant materials are generally unfamiliar to students just out of high school. Using manuscript materials, for instance, would require a student to locate and navigate a collection’s finding aid, something they are unlikely to have encountered before. The special context of Wilson Library means that instruction is crucial to getting new students to use the library’s collections in the present and laying a foundation for students to return in the future.

As such, Wilson Library staff have devoted a significant amount of time and effort to planning and conducting the numerous English 105 sessions that are requested each year. The recent completion of a new instruction room has increased the resources and space devoted to instruction at the library. Despite the resources dedicated for
The effectiveness of Wilson Library undergraduate instruction and, in particular, that offered to English 105 classes, is a relatively unstudied area. The sessions are meant to introduce students to the research process at Wilson Library, but no formal analysis has been done to see if the library’s objectives and the objectives of the English 105 program are being achieved. Instruction sessions offer librarians a limited amount of time to interact with students and it is important that they make the best use of the time they are given. Librarians and English 105 instructors have a vested interest in ensuring that students learn useful skills from the instruction session. Do students feel prepared to conduct research after attending a session or are they still unsure of the resources available at Wilson Library? Do first-year students feel that the instruction session was relevant to their needs and offered a valuable experience? Are we teaching new undergraduates the skills they need now and planting the seeds for them to return in the future?

The purpose of the present study is to address these questions. In order to gather information on the student experience of special collections instruction and the impact of instruction on the ability of undergraduates to conduct research at Wilson Library, a brief electronic survey was administered to 5 sections of the English 105 class during the Spring 2015 semester. This paper analyzes the existing literature for undergraduate library instruction and the literature for instruction in the special collections environment, discusses the methods used to conduct the current study, and analyses the survey responses to reveal any patterns. Finally, this paper offers recommendations for future undergraduate instruction sessions at Wilson Library and offers an exploratory starting point for assessment initiatives in the future.
Literature Review

*General Library Instruction and the Undergraduate Student*

The growing importance of library instruction at Wilson Library and at other academic institutions has been reflected in the scholarly literature on the subject. Academic researchers and practicing librarians have written extensively on general library instruction, instruction tailored to the needs of new undergraduates, and instruction specific to the special collections environment. Instruction has long been an important library function, particularly in academic library settings. These sessions, often created with the needs of new users in mind, cover topics such as catalog searching, citation creation, and database use. Although now often associated with more modern, computer-based skills, instruction has a long history in American libraries. In the late nineteenth century, librarians articulated the primary goals of instruction, including the promotion of lifelong learning, helping library users to become independent researchers, and fostering the development of critical thinking skills, that can still be seen in today’s practices and in today’s concept of information literacy (Tucker, 1979; Tiefel, 1995, pg. 320). Later, in the twentieth century, libraries began to focus more heavily on teaching patrons how to locate and access library resources (Tiefel, 1995, pg. 322). However, the main audience of these early instruction efforts were university faculty and graduate students rather than the undergraduate population (Farber, 1999, pg. 172).

In recent decades, as library instruction has become more common in academic libraries, practitioners have moved to combine the teaching of skills needed to find
information resources with “teaching critical thinking skills to enable students to evaluate and select the best information for their needs (Tiefel, 1995, pg. 322-323). A survey of ARL members in the late 1980s demonstrated that instruction had become a core function of academic libraries. The survey also revealed the beginnings of a shift toward instruction tailored to the needs of new students. At the time, over ninety percent of the institutions surveyed were conducting instruction sessions for new students (Chadley & Gavryck, 1989). Rather than teaching only general information literacy skills, librarians who conduct sessions for new students emphasized the importance of course-based library instruction and its ability to have a greater impact on student learning. Instructions sessions that are related to the topic of a particular class or, more specifically, an assignment or other immediate research need, have long been argued within the professional literature to be most effective means of teaching important library skills and “students are more likely to develop critical judgment through active learning strategies” (Kunkel, Weaver, & Cook, 1996, pg. 432; Tiefel, 1995, 324).

Responding to the increased focus on instruction in academic libraries, many researchers have sought to evaluate the impact of library instruction on students, particularly within the context of increasing library use and promoting information literacy. Chris Portmann and Adrienne Roush (2004), for example, studied the effect of a library orientation session on community college students and found a “statistically significant increase in student library use” after the session. Other studies have reinforced the connection between instruction and library use. A 2008 study by Katherine Knott connected instruction session attendance to the increased use of library services by undergraduate students. Knott surveyed a group of students who had received library
instruction and a group of students who had not. She found that “library instruction sessions generally increased the number of visits students made to the library” and increased the students’ use of library resources in conducting research (Knott, 2008, pg. 50-51).

Looking beyond the growth in a library’s own statistics, researchers have also focused on the skills that students gain through these sessions as well as their satisfaction with library services as a way to measure the effectiveness of instruction. Empirical research in this area has often been devoted to skill assessment. David King and John Ory (1981) found that students who attend instruction sessions were better able to incorporate and accurately cite multiple types of sources in assignments. Mark Emmons and Wanda Martin (2002) assessed student research papers against a predetermined rubric and found that students who received library instruction tended to submit higher quality work. Rachel Wasserman’s 2013 master’s paper attempted to take a similar approach and used the Association of College and Research Libraries Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education as a benchmark for instruction success. Wasserman looked specifically at English courses offered to first-year students at UNC-Chapel Hill with required library instruction components. Unfortunately, her findings were hindered by the low survey response rate (Wasserman, 2013). In addition to skill assessments, researchers have frequently used satisfaction as a way to indicate the success of instruction. The students, faculty, and library staff that participate in instruction generally report high satisfaction levels and consider the experience a valuable one (Barton, 2003; Portmann and Roush, 2004).
Many researchers in this area have often focused on the experiences of new undergraduate students. Although most studies look at groups that include, but are not limited to, first-year students, some researchers, like Wasserman, have turned their attention to new undergraduates. Emmons and Martin’s rubric-based study evaluated students in introductory English classes at the University of New Mexico who attended the library’s general instruction program. After assessing research papers written by the students, the researchers found that instruction contributed to a greater awareness of sources available, the use of wider variety of sources in papers, and improved skills in searching and navigating in databases. Somewhat surprisingly, instruction did not seem to help students analyze and evaluate the sources they found or better relate them to their topic of choice (Emmons and Martin, 2002). Jeanine Mazak and Frank Manista (2000) similarly worked with first-year students at Michigan State University and emphasized the long-term benefits that instruction can bring. They noted that prior to instruction new undergraduates were not able to effectively utilize library resources and often moved forward without the research skills necessary for later coursework. By not obtaining these research skills early on, faculty teaching higher-level courses would have to backtrack and use valuable class time to teach these skills.

Library instruction sessions are, of course, not the only method for introducing new students to library resources. Online tutorials, for instance, are often offered to students and these do allow for greater scheduling flexibility. In-person sessions with library staff, however, may be a more effective means of instruction. When online lessons are offered, as they are in an increasing number of institutions, many students dismiss the tutorial as a substantial time commitment and are unlikely to view the lesson unless it
was specifically assigned for a class (Katte, 2002). Face-to-face instruction has the potential to address these problems and ensure that new students receive the information about the library that they need in order to succeed in their college careers.

*Library Instruction in Special Collections and Archives*

Like their colleagues in main campus libraries, special collections librarians and archivists have increasingly sought to introduce instruction components into their own work and have adapted and retooled aspects of more general instruction to meet the needs of their unique settings. As the interest in integrating primary source materials into the undergraduate curriculum has grown, assessments and case studies of special collections instruction have proliferated. Before venturing into the classroom, many researchers have tried to gain an understanding of what users need to learn during instruction in order to effectively access and use special collections and archival material. This set of literature is often referenced as librarians plan instruction sessions. Elizabeth Yakel has written several articles about both the needs of archival users and the importance of instruction in addressing these needs. In a 2002 study based on the interviews of twenty-six individuals ranging from undergraduates to professional scholars, Yakel found that archivists tend to assume that “users understand more about archival operations and access tools than is warranted” (pg. 111). Users were broadly confused about how to identify and locate primary source material within an archival institution. Yakel also found that archival terminology and finding aid structure presented a challenge to many users. In a subsequent 2003 article, Yakel, along with her colleague Deborah Torres, noted that
“basic conceptual knowledge” about how archival material is represented, described, and searched for is a necessary component of user education efforts (pg. 54).

The confusing nature of archival research has been echoed elsewhere in the literature. Christopher J. Prom’s (2004) study of user interactions with online finding aids found that individuals new to an archival setting had problems understanding the hierarchical structure of finding aids. New users, like first-year undergraduates, required more time to find a relevant source than their more experienced counterparts. Novices also expected a finding aid to link to digital material from the collection. Wendy Scheir’s (2005) exploratory study of novice finding aid users reached similar conclusions. Scheir noted that a gap exists between what archivists think users understand and what users actually understand about archival research. Novice users are often frustrated, but, according to Scheir, this frustration can be reduced through simple user education. Doris Malkmus (2008), an archivist at Pennsylvania State University, reviewed the literature on undergraduate primary source use and concluded that this user group is generally unprepared to deal with this type of material. Malkmus highlights the challenges that undergraduates face when searching for relevant primary source material. They often lack even a basic understanding of archival organization schemes and common concepts like a record series or scope note. A 2013 assessment of undergraduates in a documents-based research course emphasized the searching challenges that students face. Partly due to poor archival searching skills, the students in this study were unable to find appropriate sources on assigned topics even when the university’s archive was known to hold relevant collections (Victor, Otto, & Mutschler, 2013).
In addition to guiding students through the initial stages of the research process, scholars have also argued that special collections instruction can play an important role in addressing the problem of library or archival anxiety. Early studies, for instance C.A. Mellon in 1986, brought awareness to the idea that the majority of undergraduates experience anxiety the first time they have to use the library. Users new to archives can often experience a similar anxiety that can stem from not knowing where materials are located, lacking knowledge about how to begin research, and, more simply, intimidation from the size of the library and its unfamiliarity (Cleveland, 2004). Searching for information to use in daily life or locating books and journal articles in the library are activities that, unlike research in the archives, new undergraduates are generally accustomed to. This difference can lead to what one researcher in this area has termed “archival anxiety” (Johnson, 2006). For new students, archives are often not viewed as a welcoming place and, for many, the first step in using an archive is getting past the fear of the unknown. The often walled-off nature of an archive and its contrast with the usually bustling buildings that dominate college campuses can act as a psychological barrier to use for some. Students are initially put off by the security measures and use restrictions. However, once students receive an explanation of why these procedures are necessary, “archival anxiety” can quickly decrease (Johnson, 2006; Zhou, 2008; McCoy, 2010). Since librarians and archivists have limited contact with individual students, instruction sessions can play an important role in reducing anxiety and creating a welcoming environment for new students.

Instruction, beyond its ability to transmit basic information about how an archive or special collections library works, is considered to be particularly valuable in terms of
its ability to improve critical thinking skills and better engage students. Although assessing the impact of an instruction session on a student’s critical thinking abilities is a difficult task and one that only a few researchers have tackled, the topic is frequently discussed in the literature. Marcus Robyns (2002) notes that “teaching students to think critically and reflectively has become a major concern within the last twenty years” and suggests that university special collections departments are well placed to significantly enhance undergraduate education (pg. 363). The primary source materials available in archives and special collections provide an opportunity for students to independently analyze, interpret, and evaluate. While primary sources can act as a launchpad for critical inquiry across user groups, Robyns argues that students early in their undergraduate careers should be the primary targets of library instructors. First and second year undergraduates have had little, if any, primary source experience. In addition, education researchers and psychologists have shown that this group of students is developmentally ready to learn critical thinking skills.

Library staff and teaching faculty are generally enthusiastic about the benefits that this type of instruction can bring to undergraduate students. Undergraduate instructors interviewed by Magia Krause (2010) view special collections sessions as a way to generate excitement about research and about a course’s general subject material. Echoing Robyns, Krause argues that primary sources can help foster students’ analytic skills and enrich the learning experience by offering “contextual support for the concepts teachers describe, enhancing their meaning and grounding them in actual events and real people’s lives” (pg. 401). Doris Malkmus reported in 2010 that university faculty “unequivocally consider primary sources an essential part of teaching” and think that
including primary sources into the classroom is “enormously more rewarding than using textbooks and lectures alone” (Malkmus, 2010, pg. 419). Anna Allison’s (2005) survey of eighty-five university archives departments in the United States found that using original materials, which can included both documents and realia, in undergraduate instruction sessions is a particularly effective and highly valued means of engaging students. Assessing her own performance and experience as a special collections instruction librarian, Emily Kader (2013) argued that instruction sessions “can break down the many barriers that impede student curiosity and critical engagement.” Assignments that incorporate special collections materials are, according to Kader’s observations, important opportunities for students to “connect, collaborate, and critically engage” with a subject (pg. 25-26).

Of the few case studies that have focused on the development of critical thinking skills, the results have been largely positive, but somewhat vague. A case study conducted at the University of Colorado looked at an undergraduate class that used both artifacts and traditional documents during instruction sessions with the special collections department. The researchers found that students who used special collections resources for a class assignment became more active participants in class discussion, did better on written assignments, and were more motivated to pursue further research outside of class (Schmeising & Hollis, 2002). Other scholars have also found that the integration of primary sources into the classroom helps students develop critical analysis skills and gain a better understanding of the scholarly research process (Robyns, 2001; Sutton & Knight, 2006).
Discovering the information needs of undergraduate users and the advantages of primary source-based instruction is just the first step. Researchers have also made an effort to observe instruction in practice and assess its impact on students and student learning outcomes in specific settings. Jennifer Crye (2013), for example, surveyed undergraduate students and faculty involved in instruction sessions at UNC-Chapel Hill’s special collections library. The students who responded to the survey gave positive feedback about the instruction sessions they attended. They felt that the research skills taught in the session were relevant to their current classes and would be useful as they continued in their college careers. Many students also reported feeling more confident in finding and using primary source materials after the instruction session. While student feedback was largely positive, not all of the participants were totally satisfied. Several of the students felt that the session could have been more relevant to their particular needs and could have showcased material related to their research projects. There was also a desire among the students that more basic information, like how to request material online, be included in the session. Crye also found faculty to be overwhelmingly positive about special collections instruction. A few faculty members did offer suggestions for future sessions including dedicating more time to searching techniques and explanation of finding aids.

Wendy Duff and Joan Cherry (2008) conducted a study similar at Yale University’s archives and manuscripts library. The researchers surveyed students and professors in four archival orientation sessions that focused on access, use, and retrieval of records. Before attending the session, students had not extensively used primary sources. Nearly half of those surveyed indicating that they were “not at all familiar” with
archival research and ranked their confidence level in finding appropriate sources low. After the session, students reported being more confident in their abilities to find sources and were satisfied with the session’s content. Duff and Cherry also found that students who attended archival instruction were likely to return on their own and use materials for course research. However, despite positive ratings overall, many students still felt unprepared for archival research.

Barbara Rockenbach (2011) conducted a case study that, like Duff and Cherry’s, took place at Yale University libraries. Rockenbach worked with undergraduates that had not previously used primary sources for individual assignments. When required to incorporate primary materials into a research project, this group of first-year students did so without much analysis and without connecting the documents to larger historical issues. Instead, students simply added sources to their paper in order to meet the assignment’s requirements. Despite these challenges, the students Rockenbach assessed were eager to work with the materials and those students that did use archival materials were more motivated and interested in their assignments. At the same time, this group showed an improvement in their ability to assess and utilize primary sources as they continued through the course.

Like Rockenbach, other scholars have used the assignments produced by students who attended instruction as a way to reveal its impact. Magia Krause (2011) suggested that concrete assessment rubrics, rather than user satisfaction ratings and student feedback, be used to evaluate archival instruction. Using a rubric designed to measure student learning, Krause conducted a field study of an undergraduate history class at a large state university. She assessed a document analysis assignment that the students
completed using archival resources and found that students who received instruction were better able to identify, describe, and analyze primary sources. Krause argued that this initial testing indicated that “empirical evidence, based on student performance rather than perception,” demonstrates “that archival instruction can help students learn to use primary sources meaningfully” (pg. 528). Another study, with students at DePaul University researching missionaries in China, found that students who attended sessions developed an interest in the subject fueled by the use of original documents and reported forming bonds with the individuals whose letters they read. Instructors have also noted that papers using archival resources are better informed and more engaging when compared to those relying solely on secondary sources (McCoy, 2010).

Just as researchers interested in general library instruction have used information literacy as a means of assessment, archivists and special collections librarians have begun to promote the idea of primary source literacy. Joanne Archer, Ann M. Hanlon, and Jennie A. Levine’s 2009 study is one of the few to test the possibility of using this type of literacy to assess students in the library. The majority of research experience that students do have comes from using secondary sources and, as the researchers found, it is not always clear to them that a different approach is needed for primary source research and analysis. Xiaomu Zhou (2008), studying undergraduates at the University of Michigan’s archives, came to a similar conclusion. Undergraduates, when observed searching for and attempting to use primary sources, were not considered to be particularly literate in this area. Students seemed to have the most trouble locating relevant materials in the library and success in this area was largely a matter of serendipity rather than the result of a well-constructed search strategy (Archer, et al.,
2009). The challenges faced by this group seem to be addressed, at least in the students’ opinions, through instruction. Zhou, for instance, found that after completing an archival orientation session students reported feeling more confident in their ability to conduct research and felt that they had learned valuable and broadly applicable research skills.

In addition to becoming primary source literate, Elizabeth Yakel and her colleague Morgan Daniels (2013) surveyed over 400 undergraduates, of which nearly half were freshmen, and found that instruction can affect student learning in a number of ways. For some, simply learning that a special collections department existed and was available for their use was a revelation for many students. Echoing Zhou’s findings, the students acquired useful skills such as how to locate relevant sources at the library and how to conduct research in archival collections. More generally, students were thought to improve their time management skills and ability to handle long-term projects. Student confidence in conducting research was also enhanced and, as a result, students who received instruction were more likely to return to the archives in the future, which is a chief concern for institutions struggling to maintain relevance in the digital age and avoid budget cuts.

As the extensive literature described above demonstrates, library instruction, particularly that aimed at the needs of new college students, can have a positive impact on students and on the library itself. Special collections and archival instruction has, especially in recent years, received a great deal of attention by librarians and university faculty. Reaching and connecting with new undergraduates can be a difficult, but ultimately a highly rewarding task for staff at special collections and archival institutions. In order to reap the many benefits associated with instruction and ensure that students are
prepared to conduct research, evaluation of current instruction practices should be
undertaken at the institutional level. Despite the many existing studies in this area, few
have looked at specific initiatives designed to offer special collections instruction to large
numbers of first year undergraduates on an ongoing basis. The collaboration between the
introductory English program at UNC-Chapel Hill and Wilson Special Collections
Library offers a unique opportunity to obtain feedback from this important undergraduate
population and consider the future direction of an instruction effort that is projected to
reach more students in subsequent years.
Methodology

The purpose of this study was to assess the ability of first-year undergraduate students to conduct research in Wilson Library as well as to gather information about the students’ experience attending instruction sessions at Wilson Library. The ultimate goal of the research was to suggest ways that instruction at Wilson Library could be improved or retooled to better meet the needs of first-year students. The assessment was conducted by administering an electronic survey to first-year undergraduates at UNC-Chapel Hill who had attended instruction sessions at Wilson Library as part of their English 105 classes. The survey was administered to students who had attended instruction sessions during the Spring 2015 semester. Students who participated in the survey attended instruction sessions during a period beginning in mid-January 2015 and ending in early April 2015.

Instrument

In assessing and obtaining feedback on library instruction, surveys are a common method for academic researchers and practicing library professionals. In designing the current survey, the researcher examined the methodologies of several similar studies. A 2006 study conducted by Shan Sutton and Lorrie Knight was particularly influential in the design of the present study. Sutton and Knight, a special collections librarian and an instruction librarian, sought to evaluate the implementation of a new approach to instruction in their home institution. The researchers offered a simple paper survey to
students that included mostly Likert scale questions and a few open-ended questions. The students were primarily asked about the content of the instruction session, the relevance of the presented information to their needs, and the librarian’s conduct during the session (Sutton and Knight, 2006). Other studies have employed similar methods. Wendy Duff and Joan Cherry, in their assessment of archival orientation sessions at Yale University libraries, surveyed students both before and after the instruction session. The short questionnaires used in the Yale study asked mainly about student confidence in conducting archival research and student satisfaction with the instruction session using both Likert and open-ended style questions (Duff and Cherry, 2008).

Several master’s papers have also been conducted in settings similar to that of the current study and helped inform the current survey’s content. Rachel Wasserman’s research, for instance, into the effectiveness of general undergraduate library instruction given to first-year students at UNC-Chapel Hill used a lengthier electronic survey that was emailed to enrolled students. Wasserman’s survey used, among a number of things, Likert scale questions for students to rank their confidence in conducting research and evaluating the relevance of information resources as well as open-ended questions asking about student satisfaction with instruction. However, the length of Wasserman’s survey and her lack of contact with students and faculty limited the survey’s response rate (2013). Another master’s paper, conducted in Wilson Library, used a survey to get feedback from students attending instruction sessions at the library. Jennifer Crye’s research used a short, paper-based survey that was administered to a variety of undergraduates, from first-year students to seniors, and to students from a variety of disciplines. The majority of Crye’s survey was composed of open-ended questions asking
for short responses from the students. The questions, for instance, asked students what “part of the session stood out to you” and whether they felt equipped to conduct research in Wilson Library (Cyre, 2012). Although many studies of library instruction, both master’s papers and otherwise, have sought to assess students before and after an instruction session, often incorporating the use of control groups, the limited time given to complete the current study and the limited amount of time allotted for library instruction made a more intensive and time-consuming investigation unfeasible.

The survey used in this study of Wilson Library instruction sessions offered to English 105 students draws aspects from the methods used in these earlier studies and incorporates additional elements. Designed to maximize response rates, the survey was administered electronically using the Qualtrics survey platform and meant to take no more than ten minutes to complete. Using an electronic survey distributed after the library instruction session was also necessitated by the limited amount of instruction time students have at the library. Wilson instruction sessions for English 105 classes are generally 50 or 75 minutes and the majority of classes only attend one such session. Taking time to administer the survey during instruction would have detracted from the already limited time librarians have with students. The survey asked for no personal or identifying information. Potential participants accessed the survey via an anonymous web link. After responding to the initial questions, participants were able to skip questions and proceed leaving questions unanswered. The first three questions (which could not be skipped) were included to insure that respondents consented to taking the survey and that they had actually attended an instruction session at Wilson Library with their English 105 class.
Once students had agreed to the initial questions, they were then asked to answer questions about their experience in Wilson Library. In order to determine if the instruction session at Wilson Library was a student’s first exposure to the library, respondents were asked to indicate how many times, prior to the session, they had entered the library building. If the instruction session is the first and only experience that first-year students have had with Wilson Library, instructional staff may need to incorporate more basic information about the library into the session. For the uninitiated, Wilson Library can seem intimidating and unfamiliar when compared the other libraries on the UNC campus. The idea of a closed-stack library, for instance, is likely to be a new concept to first-year students and the layout of Wilson Library is often a point of confusion for students at all levels. Determining a base level of familiarity with Wilson Library can help instruction librarians better know their audience.

The following section asked respondents to rate a series of statements about their instruction session experience and their ability to conduct research in Wilson Library. Respondents were asked to assign each statement a number from 1 to 5 with 1 indicating that they strongly disagreed with the statement, 3 indicating a neutral feeling, and 5 indicating strong agreement with the statement. Students were, for instance, asked to respond to statements such as “The content covered in the instruction session was useful and relevant to my needs” and “I know how to use the UNC Libraries catalog to find resources located at Wilson Library.” The final section of the survey gave students the opportunity to provide feedback through a set of three free response, short answer questions. This series of questions was included in the hopes that students would elaborate on answers provided elsewhere in the survey and point to specific aspects of the
instruction session that might help instruction librarians plan sessions in the future. The first and second short answer questions asked students to note which parts of the section they found to be the most and least useful to their own needs. The third and last question asked students note any suggestions for improving future instruction sessions at Wilson Library. The full text of the survey can be found in Appendix A.

Recruitment and Survey Distribution

The students recruited to participate in this study were all first-year undergraduates at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill enrolled in a section of the required English 105 course on composition and rhetoric during the spring semester of 2015. Potential participants must also have attended an instruction session at Wilson Library in order to respond to the survey. For the purposes of the present study, students were considered to have attended a Wilson Library instruction session if they were present in the classroom while the library instruction occurred. As noted above, a question early in the survey asked students to indicate whether they had attended a session or not. Students who reported that they had not attended an instruction session were unable to continue with the survey. The focus of this research, the nature and limited number of the classes available for study, and time constraints placed on the research necessitated the use of a convenience sample of participants rather than a random sample of students and classes.

In order to reach the target audience for this study and further insure that participants had attended an instruction session, contact between the researcher, Wilson Library staff, and the English 105 instructors was an essential component of the
recruitment strategy. The researcher, as a member of the Wilson Library Research and Instructional Services staff, attended and helped plan many of the instruction sessions and was introduced to English 105 instructors in the process. To insure that students had attended a Wilson instruction session and were within the target population, surveys were only distributed to students in English 105 sections that had been identified through the official Wilson Library Research and Instructional Services department instruction calendar. The researcher, with the assistance of Research and Instructional Services staff, identified English 105 instructors who had scheduled instruction sessions during the Spring 2015 semester and gathered the contact information for each. In total, seven English 105 instructors were contacted about the survey and asked for their cooperation in distributing the survey. The researcher contacted each of the instructors twice via email. On the first occasion, the instructors were given a brief overview of the survey and the purpose of the research and asked if they would consider distributing the survey link to their students. Five out of the 7 the instructors contacted responded to the initial request and agreed to distribute the survey link to their students representing a 71% instructor response rate. This set of instructors then received an email to forward to their students through the class’s listserv or to be posted on the course website. This second email, similar in many ways to that sent initially to the instructors, described the survey’s purpose to the students, emphasized that all responses would be kept anonymous, and provided the link the electronic survey. The text of the IRB-approved emails sent to both the instructors and the students can be found in Appendix B and Appendix C.

Since the instruction sessions scheduled for English 105 classes occurred throughout the academic semester, the recruitment materials and survey link were not
distributed on a single day. Instead, the email to students containing the survey link was sent to the course instructor within a two-week period following the instruction session. The intended purpose of staggering the distribution to follow the instruction schedule of individual English 105 classes was to get student feedback on the sessions while the experience and the material covered was fresh in their minds. This was also done with the goal of obtaining a useful number of responses. Students, the researcher assumed, would be more likely to respond to a survey administered relatively soon after the event being asked about. The survey remained open throughout the semester, from late February to early April, to allow for the dispersed nature of the instruction sessions.

During the time that the survey was open, the researcher received 35 responses from the 5 English 105 classes that participated in the survey. English 105 classes are designed to be small with approximately 20 first-year undergraduates enrolled in each section. Through the 5 sections the participated in the survey, it can be estimated that the survey had a potential participant pool of approximately 100 students. The 35 responses received translate into a 35% response rate.

Description of the Classes

Although all of the English 105 classes surveyed were part of the same introductory English program, the research focus and related course assignments for each section of the course can vary widely depending on the objectives of the individual instructor. The sections that attended instruction sessions at Wilson Library are no exception. A couple of examples from the syllabi of classes surveyed are useful for understanding the research needs of first-year undergraduates and for understanding the
skills that might be needed to complete assignments incorporating Wilson Library material.

Multiple English 105 instructors in the Spring 2015 semester chose to have their students research the history and controversy surrounding significant landmarks on the UNC campus. Prior to the Wilson Library visit, students were given an assignment that asked them to “research and publish an article detailing the history of a monument on UNC’s campus.” Students were tasked with using a variety of both primary and secondary sources to write a scholarly article. For the classes focused on campus monuments, the majority of the sources cited in the final report were to come from the collections at Wilson Library. Other classes that participated in the survey came to Wilson Library with very different research needs. For instance, one English 105 instructor chose to have her class focus on the politics and culture of Chapel Hill, North Carolina during the 1970s. Like the class on campus monuments, the English 105 section focused on the 1970s required students to locate and analyze multiple types of sources found in Wilson Library in order to complete a final research project. Regardless of the topic, the English 105 students were required to work with the materials in Wilson Library, both during their instruction session and in subsequent visits to the library outside of class. In addition, while Wilson Library staff highlighted material related to each class’s topic during the instruction session, students generally had to locate additional materials in order to successfully complete their assignment.

Limitations

The current study is limited in a few important ways. The survey was administered only after students had attended an instruction session at Wilson Library. This single survey
approach does not thoroughly capture the pre-instruction ability and confidence of the students to conduct research at Wilson Library. In addition, the study did not make use of a control group of English 105 students who did not attend an instruction session at Wilson Library, which may have been helpful in understanding the impact of special collections instruction. Furthermore, the survey questions were largely perception-based and students may overrate their research abilities and level of understanding of the Wilson Library research process and cause the results to skew more positive than they may have otherwise. The survey questions, although relevant to the Wilson Library instruction environment, were also rather basic. The researcher feared that a survey that was too lengthy or too in-depth would limit the number of usable responses obtained from undergraduates. Finally, the researcher was using a convenience sample rather than a random sample, which could influence the results.
Results and Analysis

The first three questions answered by survey participants required, as discussed above in the methodologies section, a positive answer to move forward. As a result, discussion and analysis of the survey results will begin with the fourth survey question.

Question 4

The 4th question in the survey was designed to estimate the basic level of familiarity with Wilson Library among the English 105 students. The question asked students to indicate how many times, prior to the current instruction session, they had physically entered the Wilson Library building for any purpose. Of the 35 respondents to the survey, 13 or 37% of the students had not been to Wilson Library at all prior to their instruction session. For over a third of the first-year students surveyed, the library instruction session scheduled by their English 105 instructor represented the first time they had physically entered the library building. Nearly a third of other students had only entered the building one time prior to the instruction session. Twelve students, or a little over a third of the students surveyed, had entered Wilson Library on multiple occasions. Only 5 students had been in Wilson Library on 3 or more occasions.
Table 1: Visits to Wilson Library Prior to Instruction Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of times Visited Prior to Instruction Session</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or more</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to your instruction session at Wilson Library, how many times had you entered the building?

Figure 1: Visits to Wilson Library Prior to Instruction Session

Understanding the general level of familiarity that students have with Wilson Library has important implications for the elements that librarians include in instruction sessions. For many English 105 students, Wilson Library is a completely new and unfamiliar space. Despite its central location on UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus and close
proximity to the Undergraduate Library and main classroom buildings, a significant portion of the first-year undergraduates have never entered the building. The students recruited to participate in this research were enrolled in English 105 during the spring semester. Despite being in the second semester of the academic year, many of the students surveyed had little or no contact with Wilson Library for an eighth of their undergraduate career at UNC. As a result, librarians cannot assume that this group of students has even a basic understanding of the library building’s physical layout, the types of material housed in Wilson Library, or the procedures for using a special collections library. The broad nature of the question also indicates that Wilson Library, unlike the other libraries and landmarks on campus, is not included on the itinerary for campus tours or new students orientation sessions. Collaboration with English 105 instructors and instructions sessions for English 105 classes may be one of the primary means of reaching new undergraduates.

*Question 5: Statements 1-13*

After setting a baseline for the students’ familiarity with Wilson Library, the survey had participants rate aspects of their instruction experience as well as their ability to conduct research at Wilson Library. Students were given 13 statements and instructed to indicate a level of agreement with each statement. The scale for rating the statements was given as follows:

1= Strongly disagree; 2=Disagree; 3=Neutral; 4=Agree; and 5=Strongly agree. There was full completion with this portion of the survey. All of the 35 students who participated in the survey provided a response to each statement.
Statement 1

The first statement had students rate their understanding of the resources available to them at Wilson Library. The mean rating was 3.57 indicating that, after attending an instruction session, first-year undergraduates felt moderately confident about their understanding of the resources at the special collections library. Twenty students, or approximately 57% of survey respondents, agreed that they “had a good understanding of the resources available to me at Wilson Library.” Two students strongly agreed with the statement. In total, the majority of students, 22 of the 35 surveyed, either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. The level of disagreement with this statement was small, only 3 students disagreed or strongly disagreed, but a large group of students, 28% of those surveyed, were neutral.

Figure 2: Understanding of Resources at Wilson Library
Statement 2 and Statement 3

The second and third statements offered to survey participants dealt with the student’s level of confidence in placing online requests for research materials and in their ability to utilize the main UNC Libraries catalog to locate relevant special collections resources. On average, students felt more confident about their ability to request library materials through Wilson Library’s online request system and in their ability to use the UNC libraries than they did about their understanding of the nature of the resources housed at the library. The mean response to the statement “I know how to request library materials online” was 3.77. Fifteen students, or nearly 43% of respondents, agreed with this statement and 9 students, or nearly 26%, strongly agreed with this statement. The mean response to the statement “I know how to use the UNC Libraries catalog to find resources located at Wilson Library” was slightly lower at 3.66. The majority of students, 22 of the 35 participants, either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.

![Figure 3: Understanding of the Material Request Process](image-url)
Figure 4: Using the UNC Libraries Catalog to Locate Special Collections Material

While the level of agreement with this pair of statements was relatively high, the numbers indicate that students leave an instruction session only mildly confident in their ability to perform additional research. The contrast between the mean responses from statements 2 and 3 and that from the first statement one interesting. Students generally feel confident that they can find and access the needed resources, but are slightly unsure of resources available to access.

Statement 4 and Statement 5

The next two statements presented to participants had low mean response rates and garnered the lowest levels of agreement for the survey. The mean for the statement “I know how to search for finding aids to manuscript collections held in Wilson Library” was 3.31. Although 18 students, or 51%, either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement, 10 students, or nearly 30% of those surveyed, disagreed or strongly disagreed
with the statement. The following, related statement, “I understand how to read a finding aid and can use one to locate materials relevant to my needs” had the lowest mean response rate for the survey at 3.26. Although nearly 20 students, or 57%, agreed with this statement to some degree, 11, or 31%, of their peers doubted their ability to effectively use a finding aid, an important skill for researchers working at an institution that houses a large volume of archival material.

Figure 5: Locating Manuscripts and Archival Finding Aids
All of the English 105 classes analyzed for this survey saw archival material from the Southern Historical Collection and University Archives relevant to their research topics during the instruction sessions. Manuscript boxes and folders were available during the instruction sessions for students to explore and consider using as a resource for their assignment. For many English 105 instructors, the ability to effectively utilize multiple types of sources, including archival material, was an important component of the course and the assignment. In order to relocate the archival materials shown during the instruction session and to discover other relevant archival resources, understanding how to locate and navigate a finding aid is an essential skill. The responses to statements 4 and 5 suggest that this skill is not always acquired during the special collections instruction session. The population at the center of this study, first-year undergraduates, is a group that has little, if any, experience with Wilson Library in particular and archival research in general.
Statement 6

In addition to the individual aspects of research such as catalog searching and the use of archival finding aids, students were asked to rate, generally, their confidence level in their own ability to conduct research. When asked to respond to the statement “Overall, I am confident that I can do research using the material at Wilson Library in the future,” students largely agreed. The mean response rate was 3.43, with the largest group of respondents, or 16 individuals, or 46%, selecting “agree.” Only 3 students selected “strongly agree,” while 12 were neutral. After the instruction session, 4 students were still unsure of their ability to conduct research at Wilson Library. Three of these students “strongly disagreed” with this statement. Although students generally felt able to conduct future research at Wilson Library, confidence levels were not especially high. As noted in the review of the literature in this area, confidence or a lack of confidence can often be an important factor in student use or non-use of special collections resources. The idea of library or archival anxiety is an idea frequently mentioned in conjunction with user confidence and lack of confidence, when combined with the insecurities related to finding aids highlighted in Statement 4 and Statement 5, underscore the importance of this issue. A primary goal of special collections instruction is to build confidence and ensure that students view the library as a welcoming rather than an intimidating space. Meeting this goal is a key concern for librarians, faculty, and the students themselves.
Statement 7

Instruction sessions at Wilson Library incorporate examples of both primary and secondary source material and the search strategies needed to find relevant resources of each type. Understanding the differences between primary and secondary sources is an important component of the English 105 curriculum and integral to the completion of the Wilson Library-based research assignment for the course. Librarians generally initiate a brief discussion of this topic during the instruction session. In an attempt to discover if students were prepared to conduct research, the survey asked students to rate their level of agreement with the following statement: “I understand the difference between primary and secondary sources.” Nearly 86% of the students surveyed agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. Eighteen, or 52%, of respondents strongly agreed. A minority of students were less confident of their ability to discriminate between primary and
secondary sources. Four students, or 11%, were neutral. Only 1 student disagreed with the statement and no students strongly disagreed.

![Pie chart showing understanding of primary and secondary sources.](image)

**Figure 8: Understanding of Primary and Secondary Sources**

**Statement 7: I understand the difference between primary and secondary sources.**

- Strongly Disagree: 0%
- Disagree: 3%
- Neutral: 11%
- Agree: 34%
- Strongly Agree: 52%

---

**Statement 8 and Statement 9**

The first half of the survey dealt mainly with the students’ general understanding of Wilson Library and their ability to conduct research at the library. The second portion of the survey turned toward the students’ instruction experience at Wilson Library and offered a chance to provide feedback about that experience. The mean response rate for the later survey portions trended higher than those earlier in the survey. Two statements presented to the students dealt with the help available to students researching in Wilson Library. The mean response rate for the statement “I know where to find help at Wilson Library if I need it” was a relatively high 4.14. Nearly 83% of those surveyed agreed with this statement to some degree. Fourteen students, or 40% of participants, “strongly
agreed” while another 15 students, or 43% of participants “agreed” with the statement. The following statement, “I feel comfortable asking Wilson Library staff members for help,” had a comparable mean response rate of 4.11. The percentage of students, nearly 83%, agreed with this statement to some degree while a slightly higher number of participants strongly agreed. Overall, students leave an instruction session with the understanding that staff at Wilson Library are available to help students navigate the library and conduct research. In addition to knowing that help can be obtained and where help can be obtained, students feel comfortable seeking out Wilson Library staff, all of which are key ideas that instruction sessions are meant to convey to students.

Figure 9: Understanding of Assistance Available at Wilson Library
Statement 10

The next statement presented to the students is one of particular interest to Wilson Library staff. A significant goal of the undergraduate instruction session is to introduce students to the resources available at the library in the hopes that they will return throughout their college careers for later class assignments or for their own personal research interests. When given the statement “I plan to return to Wilson Library and conduct research there in the future,” students generally agreed, although not to a particularly high degree. The mean response rate was 3.74. A significant portion of the students, 11 out of the 35 surveyed or approximately 31%, neither agreed nor disagreed with this statement. However, an identical number of students “agreed” that they planned to return to Wilson Library in the future and 10 students strongly agreed with the statement. Only 3 of the students surveyed doubted that they would return to the library for research in later semesters. This finding suggests that course-based instruction
sessions may spur at least some students to conduct research at Wilson Library in the future.

Statement 10: I plan to return to Wilson Library and conduct research there in the future.

Figure 11: Likelihood of Returning to Wilson Library

Statement 11 and Statement 12

Some of the most positive responses were recorded in relation to the final set of statements in this section of the survey. The last statements presented to the students involved the content of the instruction session and an evaluation of the librarian who led the instruction session. The first of these statements, “The content of the instruction session was useful and relevant to my needs,” received the second highest mean response for the survey. The mean for this statement was 4.43. Eighteen of the students, or 51% of survey participants, strongly agreed with this statement and 14 students, or 40% of survey participants, agreed with this statement. Three students were neutral and no students disagreed with the statement.
The next, related statement received similar responses. The mean response for the statement “The material covered in the session was interesting and engaging” was 4.17. Fourteen students, or 40% of participants, strongly agreed with the statement and an equal number of students agreed with the statement. Six students were neutral while only a single student disagreed with the statement. Wilson Library staff devote a significant amount of time to locating material and tailoring the content of the session to the research needs and subject matter of each class. Ensuring that the material selected is both useful and interesting to the students is crucial to the success of the instruction session. In addition, the ability of the material to engage and excite students impacts the chance that students will view Wilson Library as a valuable resource and return to the library.

![Pie Chart: Usefulness and Relevance of Instruction Session Content](image)

**Figure 12: Usefulness and Relevance of Instruction Session Content**
Statement 13

Finally, survey participants were asked to respond to the following statement: “The librarian communicated well and was knowledgeable about the material shown during the session.” The mean response of 4.57 to this statement was the highest of the survey. Twenty-two of the 35 respondents, or approximately 63%, strongly agreed with this statement. Eleven students, or 31%, agreed with the statement. Only 2 students were neutral and no students disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement. Students were overwhelmingly positive in their view of the librarian or librarians who conducted the instruction session. Despite the time constraints placed on instruction and the many topics that need to be covered, Wilson Library staff are able to interact well with undergraduate students and speak knowledgably about the material related to a subject area that they may or may not be particularly familiar with.

Figure 13: Material Covered in the Instruction Session
Open-ended questions

Question 1

Although not all of the students who participated in the survey responded to each of the three free response questions, this final section of the survey provided interesting feedback about the instruction sessions offered at Wilson Library to English 105 students. The first open-ended question asked students “Which parts of the session did you find to be the MOST useful?” Twenty-eight students, or 80% of survey participants, responded to the question. The responses ranged from general observations to feedback specific to the topic of a certain instruction session. Of those who responded to the question, 13 students, or nearly half of respondents, cited seeing examples of Wilson Library material as the most useful part of the instruction session. One student reported finding “it very helpful that they had a lot of different resources from the library laid out on the table for use to look at. This gave me an idea of what the library has to offer.” Other students also
cited “seeing actual material that related to our class topic” as a particularly useful component of the instruction session. Several students included specific examples of material in their response. For example, students mentioned the ability to access and read old newspaper articles as well as the opportunity to see materials, such as records related to the installation of major campus monuments or documents published by student activist groups, that document the university’s past.

Relatedly, many students also mentioned the ability to physically interact with the material and begin connecting it to their class assignments. For instance, one student listed “the time to work with my group and use the materials during class” as a positive feature of the session. Another student mentioned that “it was also great to be able to view original periodic pieces and work with those items.” While having research material relevant to each class in the instruction room received overwhelmingly positive responses from undergraduate students, a few of the responses hinted that students view the pre-selected material as an endpoint rather than as a starting point for further research. One student, for instance, liked “Having many materials laid out and chosen for use so we didn’t have to go through the difficulty of finding stuff.”

In addition to seeing and using examples of material, a comparable number of students listed learning how to request material using the library’s online system as useful part of the instruction session. “Learning how to request material” and “requesting resources online” were common responses. A smaller set of responses mentioned the parts of the instruction session focused on using the catalog and finding aids to search for material and learning about relevant online resources as useful components. Responses in this category include “demonstration of how to search for finding aids,” “learning how to
find some of the sources from the North Carolina Collection,” and “finding out that many newspapers can be found online.”

**Question 2**

The second open-ended question asked students “Which parts of the session did you find to be the LEAST useful?” Twenty-two students, or approximately 63% of participants, provided a response to this question. Of those that provided a response, 9 students, or 41%, wrote “none,” “N/A,” or stated, in the case of one student, that “There was not much information that I did not find useful.” Fortunately, other survey participants did cite specific parts of the session. A few students thought that the basic introduction to Wilson Library given by library staff was unnecessary. Staff generally open an instruction session with an explanation of the institution’s collecting areas, the types of material housed at the library, the policies related to using material, and the location of key places within the building. One student mentioned that “the basic stuff on how everything operates” was unnecessary “because I already had 2 Wilson library sessions for two different classes outside of this one.” Another student noted that “the man spoke for a long time about details that were not relevant.” Several other students pointed to the description of how to request materials online as an unnecessary part of the session. A significant number of the responses dealt with the way time was allocated during the session. For instance, one student suggested that library staff “find a way to make things run more smoothly and in an organized manner to allow a greater amount of time to view the material.” Another student, however, felt that too much time was
devoted to viewing the material and that a greater emphasis on the process for locating material online would have been more useful.

**Question 3**

The final question of the survey asked students “What suggestions would you make to improve future sessions?” Twenty-three students, or approximately 66% of participants, provide a response to this question. A few students thought that including a tour of the building in the instruction session would be an improvement. One student, for instance, suggested that the librarians “focus more on learning about how to navigate Wilson library rather than the Wilson library web site.” The distribution of handouts was a particularly popular suggestion. Several students wanted a handout of resources relevant to their class’s topic. One respondent thought that librarians should provide the students with “a ready-made catalog or list of resources/documents relevant to the topic of their class project.” The suggestion for handouts also included a desire for a “print out of an outline of the basics of how to do things and how everything works.” Multiple students indicated that this outline of the basics should include steps for searching the online catalog and requesting materials online. One student explained that “it was very easy for me to forget everything within a couple of days. As a result, I’d be doing research ultimately just to figure out how to use everything again, which would make a lot of the session not very beneficial in the end.”

In addition to these calls for further information, several students mentioned the need for more time at the library or better time management. A few thought that devoting greater time to looking at material would be an improvement to the session. “More time
to explore material” and “more time look over manuscripts and less rambling” were common comments. One student “didn’t feel like it was long enough to cover all of the topics they tried to cover.” Suggestions regarding time were often coupled with suggestions relating to library staff. The “more manuscripts and less rambling” statement cited above is just one example. Often two or more staff members are involved in a Wilson Library instruction session and, if not managed well, the multiple individuals trying to communicate with students can be a source of confusion. According to one survey participant, “I found it very confusing when the librarian (the man) and the grad student (the woman) were both talking at the same time. Often, I thought the librarian was talking over the grad student and it made it hard to focus on one person.” As a result, the student “lost track of some important information” and suggested that in future instruction sessions the roles of staff members be more clearly defined.
Discussion

The responses to the survey offer interesting insights for instructional librarians working in the special collection environment. More specifically, the survey results may prove useful to Wilson Library staff as they plan for future undergraduate instruction sessions and work to continue and extend the library’s relationship with the English 105 program at UNC-Chapel Hill. As the literature review shows, library instruction can benefit both students and the library itself. Students who attend an instruction session are more likely to return to the library and utilize library resources in the future. Special collections instruction, in particular, can help students develop an understanding of the scholarly research process and gain experience working with a variety of sources. In addition, special collections instruction offers students a chance to encounter primary sources in their original form and practice critical analysis. For new undergraduate students, special collections instruction is particularly important. These students are generally unfamiliar with special collections or archival research. The strategies for locating relevant material, archival terminology, and finding aids are just a few of the new and potentially anxiety-inducing features of this type of research. Instruction, as staff at Wilson Library have long recognized, is essential to introducing new students to a valuable resource and creating a welcoming environment.

Despite the central role of instruction to an academic library, assessment efforts have been few and far between. The nearly three year long collaboration between the English 105 program at UNC and Wilson Library is particularly ripe for assessment and
analysis. While the present study is limited in several ways, the findings are useful and indicate directions for future assessment efforts. One of the most basic and yet most revealing findings was that English 105 students, which, in this case, were in their second semester at UNC, had limited contact with Wilson Library before the instruction session. Librarians cannot assume that students are familiar with the concept of a special collections library or archival repository. At the most basic level, instruction can make students aware that the library and its resources exist for their use, an idea likely to be new to many first year undergraduates. The survey suggests that, despite students’ minimal experience with Wilson Library, after the instruction session students were generally confident about their ability to conduct research at Wilson Library and were largely positive about the instruction experience more broadly.

The students surveyed reported feeling confident in their understanding of the library’s resources and the processes associated with research at Wilson Library. Although students were, on average, less sure about research involving archival finding aids, study participants felt prepared to conduct continued research. Perhaps more importantly, students left the instruction session aware that research help was available and felt comfortable asking for assistance at the library. Student confidence, while it may not necessarily translate into practice, is likely a factor in student willingness to return and use Wilson Library material. At the very least, the instruction session and the personal connection with staff members can convince students that the one of the more imposing buildings on the UNC campus is a welcoming space that can provide valuable resources and research assistance to students at all stages in their college careers. This personal connection with staff and with the fascinating material housed at Wilson Library
were instruction elements that students viewed positively and indicate high student satisfaction rates. For first-year undergraduates, the session was useful and relevant and the special collections material was interesting and engaging.

In addition to gathering general information about the new undergraduate instruction experience, the survey received a number of comments about specific aspects of instruction and suggestions for the improvement of sessions. Several students mentioned the need for more instruction time. For some, additional time to interact with the material was needed, while, for others, more time should be allotted to locating and requesting additional materials. The frequent mentions of the time constraints placed on instruction raises an important issue for library staff. Should all of the elements currently included in instruction sessions remain? Or should staff try to limit the areas covered in sessions and devote more time to fewer elements? If all of the current elements are necessary, is it feasible, in terms of both library staff and faculty time, to hold multiple sessions for English 105 sections? Undoubtedly, an in-depth conversation with all faculty involved in the English 105 program and all of the involved instructional librarians would be good step going forward.

The calls for more time or better time management were often accompanied by suggestions for prepared handouts to be given to students as part of the instruction effort. Documents explaining the procedures for requesting material or how to read a finding aid could be easily prepared and could potentially allow staff to devote instruction time to other aspects of the research process. The call for handouts and, in a few cases, for lists of the resources related to a topic suggests that students want to find material for assignments as quickly and as easily as possible. The current generation of undergraduate
students who are accustomed to quick results via a Google search and fast access to a wealth of digital resources on the Internet may have different research needs and require the teaching of different skills than students just five or ten years ago would have. Searching through a manuscript box or scrolling through microfilmed newspapers are processes far removed from experiences of most students entering college in 2015. As the students attending instruction change, assessing instruction and considering the information needs and information-seeking behavior of students are likely to be increasingly important tasks in the future.

Because of the benefits that instruction can bring to students and libraries as well as the significant amount of time and effort devoted to planning and conducting instruction sessions, occasional assessment is good practice for any institution. The English 105 program at UNC is especially worthy of assessment. Multiple sections of the English 105 course attend instruction at Wilson Library each semester. This presents library staff with a relatively large pool of undergraduate students to study and from whom to gather feedback. The multi-year relationship between Wilson Library and the English 105 program also provides an opportunity for tracking change or patterns over time. A before and after approach to surveying students could better capture the impact of instruction on undergraduates. The use of a control group of English 105 students who did not attend Wilson Library instruction could also be useful in obtaining valuable feedback. The assignments completed by the English 105 classes that visit Wilson Library are also fertile ground for assessment initiatives. Using a pre-determined rubric to analyze the assignments or investigating the way special collections resources are used (or not used) by students could be another revealing strategy.
The potential the English 105 program offers for special collections librarians to connect with a large group of undergraduates is an opportunity that should not be missed. The objectives of the English 105 course to prepare students to critically analyze a variety of sources and teach academic writing skills align well with the professional mission of instruction libraries across institutions. As a result, by providing a useful and engaging instruction experience to English 105 students, Wilson Library staff are helping to teach skills critical to college success and developing a relationship with students early on that will hopefully lead to return library visits later. The potential to develop awareness among the campus community and increase user statistics is particularly important at a time when the resources allocated to libraries and archival institutions are constantly being called into question by university administrators and state governments. Although the focus of this study was the English 105 experience at Wilson Library, the analysis of sessions for the Spring 2015 semester and any future assessment efforts should not be limited to the discussion of this specific program. Study of this group of students can be related to undergraduate instruction more broadly and additional efforts to foster collaboration between library staff, faculty, and students can only serve to improve the future of special collections instruction.
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Appendix A: Student Survey (administered online via Qualtrics)

Section 1

1. This survey of UNC-Chapel Hill undergraduates will be used to evaluate instruction sessions held at Wilson Special Collections Library. The survey should take approximately 10 minutes. Participation is entirely voluntary and you may leave the survey at any time. All responses will be kept anonymous. Please check the box below if you agree to these terms and wish to begin the survey.

I agree [ ]

[Participants cannot begin the survey without checking the box.]

2. Are you 18 years old or older?

YES ___ NO ___

[Participants cannot begin the survey without selecting “YES.”]

3. Did you attend an instruction session at Wilson Library with your English 105 class?

YES ___ NO ___

[Participants cannot begin the survey without selecting “YES.”]

4. Prior to your instruction session at Wilson Library, how many times had you entered the building?

0    1    2    3 or more

Section 2

Please rate the following with 1 being Strongly Disagree, 3 being Neutral, and 5 being Strongly Agree.

1. I have a good understanding of the resources available to me at Wilson Library.
<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. I know how to request library materials online.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I know how to use the UNC Libraries catalog to find resources located at Wilson Library.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I know how to search for finding aids to manuscript collections held in Wilson Library.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I understand how to read a finding aid and can use one to locate material relevant to my needs.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Overall, I am confident that I can do research using materials at Wilson Library in the future.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I understand the difference between primary and secondary sources.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I know where to find help at Wilson Library if I need it.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I feel comfortable asking Wilson Library staff members for help.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I plan to return to Wilson Library and conduct research there in the future.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The content of the instruction session was useful and relevant to my needs.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The material covered in the session was interesting and engaging.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. The librarian communicated well and was knowledgeable about the material shown during the session.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 3: Please use the following questions to share your thoughts about the instruction session.

1. Which parts of the session did you find to be the most useful?

2. Which parts of the session did you find to be the least useful?

3. What suggestions would you make to improve future sessions?
Appendix B: Faculty Recruitment Letter

Recruitment Email to English 105 instructors:

Subject: Student evaluations of Wilson Library Instruction Sessions

Dear English 105 instructor:

My name is Brooke Guthrie and I am graduate student in the School of Information and Library Science at UNC-Chapel Hill. I am also a graduate assistant working in the Research and Instructional Services department of Wilson Library and assisting with instruction sessions at the library. Under the supervision of Dr. Helen Tibbo, I am conducting a study of English 105 students to help evaluate Wilson Library instruction sessions offered to undergraduates. The study will investigate students’ experiences with special collections instruction and students’ ability to conduct research in Wilson Library. The goal of the study is to examine current practices and improve instruction for future students.

In order to successfully evaluate the instruction offered to English 105 classes, I would like to reach as many students as possible. I would appreciate your help in distributing the survey link to the students in your English 105 classes. If this is something you would be willing to help with, please let me know and I can send the survey information to forward to your students.

The short, online survey should take about 10 minutes to complete. Participation in this survey is completely voluntary. Students may skip any questions they prefer not to answer and may stop taking the survey at any time. All responses will be anonymous and will remain confidential. The Institutional Review Board at UNC has reviewed this survey.

If you have any questions about this study feel free to contact me at ebguthri@unc.edu. Questions and concerns may also be directed to my faculty advisor, Dr. Helen Tibbo, at tibbo@ils.unc.edu.

Thank you in advance for your assistance with this project,

Brooke Guthrie
Graduate Student, MSLS 2015
UNC-Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science
Appendix C: Student Recruitment Letter

Recruitment Email to Student Participants:

Subject: Give feedback on your Wilson Library instruction session

Dear English 105 student:

My name is Brooke Guthrie and I am a graduate student in the School of Information and Library Science at UNC-Chapel Hill. Under the supervision of Dr. Helen Tibbo, I am conducting a study of English 105 students to help evaluate Wilson Library instruction sessions. The online survey linked to below will help gather data about the instruction session you attended and give you a chance to offer feedback about your experience. The study will investigate students’ experiences with special collections instruction and students’ ability to conduct research in Wilson Library. The goal of the study is examine current practices and improve instruction for future students.

The survey is composed of simple questions asking about your experience receiving instruction at Wilson Library. This short, online survey should take about 10 minutes to complete. Participation in this survey is completely voluntary. You may skip any questions your prefer not to answer and you may also stop taking the survey at any time. All responses will be anonymous and will remain confidential. All responses are valuable and your participation will be appreciated. The Institutional Review Board at UNC has reviewed this survey.

Please click the link below to begin the survey:

[ANONYMOUS QUALTRICS LINK]

Again, no identifying information (such as your name or email address) will be captured by this survey and your responses will kept confidential.

Thank you in advance for your participation,

Brooke Guthrie
Graduate Student, MSLS 2015
UNC-Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science
If you have questions feel free to contact me at ebguthri@unc.edu. Questions and concerns can also be directed to my faculty advisor, Dr. Helen Tibbo, at tibbo@ils.unc.edu.